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ABSTRACT 
The inequality constrained generalized least-squares (ICGLS) estimator is consid- 
ered. Based on results of the powerful theory of generalized inversion, a nice method 
for obtaining the estimator is given, and it is shown how this method leads to 
closed-form expressions. The paper is concluded with some remarks on the so-called 
two-step estimator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Although in statistical practice many models and related methods for 
estimation and prediction have been developed and applied, at the present 
time methods of linear regression are still of great relevance. One reason is 
that these can often enable a sufficient approximation of various processes in 
economics and other sciences. If only the sample information is available, 
then the estimates due to Gauss and Aitken are most favorable. In many 
practical problems one has, however, in addition to the sample information, 
some prior information on the components of the unknown parameter vector. 
In this paper, we consider the linear statistical model 
(Y, XP, u2VIR,8 a r) (1.1) 
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where X E Iw n.“’ is of full column rank, R E [w P. n’ is of full row rank, and 
v E Iw”,” is a positive definite and symmetric matrix. There is growing 
interest in the estimation of such models. Recent work with disequilibrium 
models [l, 61, simultaneous Tobit and Probit models [18], and other related 
models has shown that restrictions in the form of inequalities frequently arise 
on the unknown parameters. Unfortunately, inequality constraints pose statis- 
tical problems, and so there has been a subsequent lag in the determination 
of the statistical properties of the estimators of such models. The major reason 
for this seems to be the fact that it is difficult to get a closed-form expression 
for the inequality constrained generalized least-squares (ICGLS) estimator of 
/3 in the general case. Much of the existing literature has avoided this 
problem by assuming that the regressors are orthogonal or that there is only 
one constraint (see [8, 231) or that there are only two regressors with the 
constraints that the components of /I are both greater than or equal to zero 
(see [22]). For these cases the statistical properties of the corresponding 
parameter estimator have been worked out rather extensively. When the 
regressors are nonorthogonal, the parameter estimates are correlated, and this 
causes a series of difficulties in the examination of their statistical properties. 
A closed-form expression for the ICGLS estimator should therefore be useful 
in the study of the properties of this estimator. As yet there has been only one 
attempt in this direction (see [3]). Instead of using the Kuhn-Tucker condi- 
tions, the alternative approach presented here makes use of the powerful 
theory of g-inversion. It is worth mentioning that it was the theory (in 
particular the geometry) of g-inversion that opened the door to analysing in a 
modern way the general linear model with linear equality constraints having 
no rank assumptions on X, R, and V (see, e.g., [4-S, 9,12-15, 19-21, 
26-291). This gives rise to the great hope that the geometric insights gained 
by our approach will also make it possible to relax the restrictive rank 
conditions of the model (1.11. 
The ICGLS estimator /3rccLs of p is defined as the solution to the 
following constrained quadratic programming problem: 
minimize ( y - Xb)‘V’(y - Xb) subject to Rb > r. (1.2) 
The numerical solution to this program can be obtained by several algorithms 
discussed e.g. by Judge and Takayama [7], Liew [lo], and others. In this 
paper, we exhibit closed-form expressions for the ICGLS estimator of /3 in 
the model (1.1). These expressions follow from an interesting method for 
solving (1.2) that is given in Section 3 for the model (1.1) and in Section 4 for 
the special model 
(Y>XP,02~1P>O). (1.3) 
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We then proceed with an example and conclude this paper in Section 5 with 
some remarks on the so-called two-step estimator. The following Section 2 
contains the notation and a few background results from the theory of 
g-inversion. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let JZ? and 4” be linear subspaces in the m-dimensional real space [Wm. 
Then .4” will denote the orthogonal complement of &! in Iw” (with 
respect to the usual inner product), and if _H f’ JV = {0}, then &‘cBM will 
denote th,e direct sum of J? and JV. If JV is contained in .J? I, we also 
write JHCBJV instead of simply ACBJV. Next, if JV is a direct complement 
of JH (i.e. Iw “’ = &@JV), then PM,M will denote the well-defined (possibly 
oblique) projector on JH along JV, and if .Af = .4’ l, then PM will denote 
the corresponding (orthogonal) projector (see, e.g., [16, pp. IO6-1131). 
For a given matrix A in the space [w n, m of all real n X m matrices, 
denote by A’, Jlr( A), .%‘(A), NC< A), and .cJ?~( A), respectively, the transpose 
of A, the null space of A, the range space of A, the set of all direct 
complements of JV( A), and the set of all direct complements of 9(A). Let Z 
be the identity matrix and 0 the zero matrix of whatever size is appropriate to 
the context. 
Now let A E Iw “,“‘, let JH E _$(A), and let 9 E g’,(A), and consider 
the matrix equations 
(Gl) AXA = A, (G&j XA = Px,./~c’c~p 
(2.1) 
(G2j XAX = X, (Gyj AX = P~(A),.F. 
Suppose that 0 f TJ c { 1,2, A, JV}. Then let A77 denote the set of all those 
matrices X which satisfy equations (Gi) for all i E ?I. Any X E A9 is called 
an q-inverse of A, and is also denoted by A”. { l}-inverses are usually called 
generalized inverses or g-inverses and are also denoted by A _. 
For the sake of clarity and for easier reference, we mention the following 
well-known results (cf. [27]; see also [25]). 
THEOREM 2.1 
(i) The (2, 4, Y}-inverse of A exists uniquely. 
(ii) Any { JZ%’ }-inverse of A and likewise any { Y }-inverse of A is always 
a { 1}-inverse of A. Conversely, for any { 1}-inverse of A there uniquely exist 
un J?Y E M=(A) and un 9 E .BJA) such that X E A{ .M, 9). 
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(iii) The {2,9( At), Jlr( A”)}- inverse of A coincides with the Moore- 
Penrose inverse of A and is henceforth denoted by At. For A’ one has 
%‘(A’) = .%‘(A*), &‘(A’) = &(A’), AtA*’ = AtA, and A’” = A*‘. 
(iv) Zf A is of full column rank (row rank), then N,(A) = { IWm} (9,(A) 
= { {0}}), in which case A{ 9’) (A{ J% }) is a singleton. Then in particular, 
A(y) = A@.R”,y50) (A(“K) = A~%~Ai~))) a& A( = Z (AA(“) = Z). 
(v) Zf A is nonsingular, then its { 1}-inverses all coincide with its regular 
inverse, i.e., A(1) = {A-‘}. 
The following proposition, which may be established by means of Theo- 
rem 2.1, will also be used in this paper. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the block partitioned matrix A = (B, C) be nonsingu- 
lar. Then 
A-‘= (2.2) 
In particular, B(9(C))B = I, C(“(B))C = I, BB(9(C)) = P9(Bj a(c., and 
CC(WB)) = p 
yP(C),WB). 
For an extensive discussion of the theory of generalized inversion, we 
refer, e.g., to the books by Ben-Israel and Greville [2] and Rao and Mitra [16]; 
for a geometric approach, to Werner [25, Chapter l] and Rao and Yanai [17]. 
3. ON THE ICGLS ESTIMATOR IN THE MODEL (1.1) 
We begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. For R E [Wp,“’ of rank p and rEIWp=%‘(R), let NE 
IW7Kni-p of full column rank be such that .9?(N) = JV( R). Then b is a 
solution to Rb >, r if and only if b = R’r + R’v + NW for some v E IWP, (i.e. 
v>O) andsomewE[W”‘-P. 
Proof. The “if” part follows from RN = 0 and the fact that by Theorem 
2.1, RR+ = 1. To prove the “only if” part, let b be a solution to Rb >, r. Then 
clearly Rb = r + v for some v E Iw P,. The latter equation is solvable for some 
b; observe that Rt( r + v) is a particular solution. The general solution to 
Rb = r + v can hence be written as b = Rt(r + v)+ NW, where w E IWmpP is 
arbitrary (cf. [2, p. 401). This completes the proof. 
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In passing, we mention that Lemma 3.1 remains true when R’ is replaced 
by any g-inverse R _ of R (note Theorem 2.1). However, observe that the 
result of Lemma 3.1 relies heavily on the fact that R is of full row rank. Else, 
i.e. if R has some row defect, this result is in general not true. 
NOTE 3.2. In view of Lemma 3.1 it is now not difficult to see that 
instead of the constrained quadratic programming problem 
minimize ( y - Xh) ‘V-‘( y - Xb) subject to Rb > T, (1.2) 
we can solve the auxiliary problem 
minimize (G-J&)‘(G-XC) subjectto c=(c:,c~)~E[W$’ xIW”‘~P, 
(34 
where 
tj:=v-‘/2(y-XRtr), X”:=V-‘/2X(Rt,N) (3.2a-b) 
and N is chosen as in Lemma 3.1. For observe that if f = (f:, ?l)” is a 
solution to (3.1), then /3rccLs := R’r + R’T, + Nf2 is a solution to the original 
problem (1.2). 
Before proceeding further, it is convenient to introduce some further 
notation. Define X := V ‘12X, where V- iI2 denotes as before the positive 
square root of V ‘. Let A denote a subset of 9 := { 1,. . . , p }. The comple- 
ment of A with respect to B is denoted by 4. For any A, define the block 
partitioned matrix 
-- -- 
S,:= [ . . . ,XtXRf ,..., - Rj , . . . ;XtXN], (3.3) 
t t 
if iE4 ifjcA 
where Rf and Rj denote, respectively, the ith column vector of Rt and the 
jth column vector of Rt. In other words, the first p column vectors of SA are 
given as follows: if i E h:= P\A, then the ith column of SA, say SAi, is 
given by 
-- 
SAi = X’XRf. 
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Otherwise, i.e. if i E A, then 
SAi = - R”. 
For any matrix A E R n’, ‘I1 and any A as before, it is further convenient to 
write A,, (A,) for th e submatrix of A that contains the ith column vector 
(row vector) of A if and only if i E A. Notice that if A = 0, we interpret A,., 
and A, as absent. 
We are now ready to state a nice method for solving the auxiliary problem 
(3.1). 
PROCEDURE 3.3. A method for solving (3.1) may be based on the 
following steps: 
STEP 1. Choose a subset A of 9. 
STEP 2. Compute (S,)-‘X’fj. 
STEP 3. If [(SJ’X’fj] r9 > 0, GOT0 STEP 4. Else, modify A and GOT0 STEP 
2. 
STEP 4. To obtain the optimal solution 3 = (f:, 7;)’ E Iw “+ x lW*-P to the 
problem (3.1) set 
(3.4a) 
andforj=l,...,m-p 
After a finite number of different steps this method will end up with an 
optimal solution to (3.1). 
For the sake of simplicity a proof of the foregoing procedure is given only 
for the special model (1.3) in the next section. 
Procedure 3.3 and Note 3.2 epable us now to give the following expres- 
sions for the ICGLS estimator ~rccLs of the model (1.1). For V= I, (iv) 
reduces to (8) in [3]. Since our alternative approach gives however a deeper 
insight into the geometry of the underlying problem, there is good hope that 
the restrictive rank assumptions of the model (1.1) can be relaxed in a future 
paper. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let 7 = (fi, Ti)’ be a solution to (3.1). The ZCGLS 
estimator of the model (1.1) may then be represented by any of the following 
expressions: 
(9 t$ccLs = R’r + R’f, + Nf,, where N is as in Lemma 3.1. 
(ii) P rCGLs = R’r + PAX ‘Q, where PA := P 
(iii> B IcGLs = R +r + Pa( rljcLs - 
“qR)&M((R’) ) O((XtX)-‘(R’),)* 
Rtr) where bcL, := ~%tV-‘X)-‘XtV-‘y 
is the usual GLS $mator of the unrestricted model (y, X/3, u2Vj. 
W~PICCl_S = ,&,, + (XtV-‘X)-‘(R,)‘[R,~(XtV-‘X)-l(R,)’]-’[Z,r 
- %APcLsl~ 
Proof. Let 7 = (C:, 7;)’ be a solution to (3.1). Then by Note 3.2, we 
have (i) or equivalently brCGLs = Rtr +(R+, N)jj. Next observe that x’= 
X’XX + [note Theorem 2.1 and (2.1)]. C onsequently (S,))‘X’ = (S,)-‘X%F+ 
= [(Xtx)- ‘Sb]-‘Xt, so that in view of (3.3) we have 
1 
-1 
. . . . Rf ,..., - (XtX)-lRj ,...; N x+ 
t t 
ifiE3j if j=A 
= (A,) -‘x+, 
where (A,) I is obviously defined. By means of (3.4a-b), Theorem 2.2, and 
Theorem 2.1, we now obtain 
P rCcLs = R’r + [R’, N]? 
=R+r+ . . . . Rf , 
i 
t 
ifiE4( 
. ..) 0 ,...; N (A,) -‘x+fj 
t 
if jsA 1 
= R’r + [(R+),4, N 1 [(R’L& Nl (23 %(=-‘(R’),A))~ tD 
i.e., we arrive at (ii). (iii) follows from (ii), (3.2a-b), and the fact that for -- 
x:= V-‘/2X one has ,T’= (X’X))‘X’ = (X’V-‘X)-‘XtV-‘/2. (iv) follows 
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from (iii) by observing that I - PA may be expressed in terms of X, R, and V 
as follows: 
I- P~=(x~v~%-~(R,J[R~~(x~v-~x)-~(R~J] -lo,*. 
This completes the proof. w 
4. ON THE ICLS ESTIMATOR IN THE MODEL (1.3) 
In this section we consider the special model 
(Y, XP, a2Z1P 2 0) (1.3) 
where X E [w n, “’ is of full column rank. The inequality constrained least 
squares (ICLS) estimator bIcLs of p is then the solution to the optimization 
problem 
minimize ( y - Xb)L( y - Xb) subject to b >, 0. (4.1) 
In what follows, let S=(S,,..., S,) := XtX. For any subset A c ~5’ := 
{I,..., m }, let A be the complement of A with respect to A. Moreover, let 
S, = (S,,, * 9.) S,,, ) be defined according to 
S& = 
i 
'i if iEA, 
- e, if SEA, (4.2) 
where ei=(O ,..., O,l,O ,..., 0)’ denotes the i th standard unit vector of aB “‘. 
Regarding the special model (1.3) Procedure 3.3 simplifies to 
PROCEDURE 4.1. A method for solving (4.1) may be based on the 
following steps: 
STEP 1. Choose a subset A of J& := { 1,. . . , m }. 
STEP 2. Compute ( S, ) _ ‘X ’ y. 
STEP 3. If (S,) _ ‘X ‘y > 0, then fir,, is given by 
if SEA. 
Else, modify A and GOT0 STEP 2. 
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After a finite number of different steps this procedure will end up with 
the optimal solution to (4.1). 
Proof. Since X is of full column rank, by Theorem 2.1 X ‘X = Z. Hence 
XbEXlR:’ if and only if b = X ‘Xb E 88:. Next set W = (W,, . . . , W,) := 
-X”.ForAc~Y,defineX,=(X*,,...,X~,)by 
xAi = ‘i if i E 4 
Wi if iEA. (4.3) 
By construction, then 9( W,,) _C [ .%‘(X,,)] L (observe that X ‘XT I). Using 
9(X “) = .9?(X) (see Theorem 2.1) now gives 9(X,) = %‘(X,,)@%‘(W,,) = 
9(X). For any A G JY, denote by 2, the polyhedral cone generated by the 
columns of X,, i.e. J?~ := X,R y. Then it follows that the range of X is the 
union of all cones xA, i.e. 
a(x) = u Y*. 
ACM 
(4.4) 
In the case of only two regressors a typical situation is shown in Figure 1, 
where Xi and X, are the column vectors of X whereas W, and W, are the 
column vectors of - X . +t In virtue of the preceding remarks [especially 
because of (4.4) and 9(X) = .%‘( X,) = %‘( X,&6 W( W,,)] it is now clear that 
if x E a(X), then 1c E .%‘* for some A c J?. Moreover, for x E 95’(X), 
x E XA if and only if X:x > 0 (notice that XdXA = Z). Next observe 
that W = - X ft = - X(XtX)-‘. Since XtX it = X ‘X (see Theorem 2.1) and 
X ‘X = I, it follows from (4.2) and (4.3) that X ‘Xa = S,. Hence X ‘X&X2 = 
t S,Xd. But X’X,X, = XtZ’,,xA, = XtPgcxj = X’ because X,X2 = Pyp(x,, = 
P ypc xj = XX ’ and X ‘XX ’ = X ‘. Consequently X t = !&Xi, or equivalently 
xi = (S,) -‘xt. 
Since Xi = X2X,X1 = XiP,,xA, = X~Pypcx, [recall that 9?(X) = 9(X,)], we 
have for each y E R” that Xly = X1$,,, where jjLs = P,,,,y is the usual LS 
estimate of X/3 in the unrestricted model (y, X/3, a2Z). By collecting these 
observations we obtain (Sn)-lXty >O w Xiy>O = Xi&,&O e ijLs E 
xA. Since for b E WY we have ]]y - Xbj12 = [Iy - P9cxjy + Pscx,(y - Xb)112 
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FIG. 1. 
= IIcv(.~,Yl12 + IldLS - Xhl12, it follows that h is a minimizer of (4.1) if and 
only if it is a minimizer of 
minimize ( Q,, - Xh) ‘( GLs - Xb) subject to b> 0 (i.e. X~EXRT). 
But now it is clear that Procedure 4.1 leads, as claimed, to the ICLS estimator 
for p in the model (1.3) (compare also Figure 1). n 
Procedure 4.1 will now be illustrated by a simple example. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Waterman [24] gives an example of fitting the restricted 
linear regression 
where 
x= 
y=W+e, PaO, 
1 0 1 
0 1 3 
1 2 0 I> Y= 2 -3 6 
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Easy computations yield 
(X’X,X$)= 2 5 
i: : ,a I -3 
For A = (3) we get 
Thus 
Notice that BIcLs coincides with the estimate obtained by Waterman by 
using a different approach (see also Escobar and Skarpness [3]). AIt is 
pertinent to mention that for the ordmary least-squares estimates pLs = 
(S.)-‘X’y=(X’X))‘X’y and SLs=XfiLs we have 
thus showing the necessity to apply our method. 
5. TWO-STEP ESTIMATOR 
We conclude this paper with two simple versions of Procedure 3.3 in the 
case of special linear models. To that end, we first consider the following 
regression: 
y=x,/3,+XzPz+e subjectto p,>,O, 
where x, E Iw”, X, E Iw”,“‘, and X := (xl, X,) is of full column rank. Set 
P := (Pi> Pi)‘. 
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For this model the ICLS estimate of /3 may be obtained according to the 
following procedure. 
PROCEDURE 5.1 (Two-step procedure). 
STEP 1. Compute b,, = (X “X) ~ ‘X’y, Jhe ordinary least-squares es:imate of 
p. If t,he first Fomponent of pks is nonnegative, i.e. if ( pLs)l > 0, 
then pIczLs = pLs. Else, i.e. if ( pLs)l < 0, GOT0 STEP 2. 
STEP 2. Compute ( XLX,)plXiy; this is the LS estimator of p: from the 
regression y = X,/3: + e*. Then 
6 
i 
0 
ICLS = 
(xgx,) lx;y . 
I 
The estimator obtained by this method is often called the two-step 
estimator (see, e.g., [ll]). It is interesting to remark that the above two-step 
procedure is readily obtained from the more general Procedure 3.3 by 
observing that 
(S{,)) -lx’= 1 - x:( z - x2( xgx,) ~ lx:) . (xix,) -lx; 1 
Finally we consider the regression y = X,p, + X,& + e subject to @I 2 0 
with X,EU&’ “,ml and ml > 2. Set X := (X,, X,) and assume that X is of full 
column rank. Let p := (pi, fik)‘. From the discussion in Section 3 it is not 
difficult to see that the following extended twestep procedure holds true if 
and only if X:X, is diagonal and X:X, = 0. For notice that though for every 
block partitioning X = (Z,, Z,) of X we always have 
($1,. JIX”= 1 - z:( z - z,( z;z,) ‘2;) (zxz,) -lzg I ’ 
where s denotes the column number of Z,, 
(X’X)_lX’= 
holds true if and only if ZiZ, = 0. 
(z;zl) -lz: 
(ztz,) -lz; 
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PROCEDURE 5.2 (Extended two-step procedure). 
STEP 1. Comp$e &, = (x’x)y’x’ y, Lhe ordi?ary least-squares estimate of 
p. If (PLs)i=l ,,,,,r)t, ? 0, then pacts = bus. Else, GOTO STEP 2. 
STEP 2. Let A := {i < mll(PLs)i CO}. Then 
(fi,,,s)i = 
i 
qfl ). ~th~~ip,’ ’ 
LS I 
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